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INT. WRITER’S ROOM - EARLY AFTERNOON

A hand with dark painted nails rhythmically taps a pen. The
camera pans back to reveal MARY, a young punk-goth woman. The
camera then slowly travels around the table to rest on her
neighbour, AGGIE, a mousy woman in muted tones. She is somewhat
hidden behind a laptop. The camera continues to reveal TEDDY,
he’s in thick glasses, a flannel shirt and furiously sketching.
Next to him, JANE, a very neat, feminine woman in a pencil skirt
is assessing the room. JANE turns to look at the last member of
the group. WILL is a tall young man in a black turtleneck, a
quintessential theatre kid. WILL waits a moment and then stands.

WILL
Alright, someone has to go first so I’ll do it. The producer
wants us to write a pilot about, ‘a young girl moving to a new

town.’ Now, I’ve got a really show-stopping idea that-

MARY
-Who said you could go first? God Will, you’ve always been such

an attention whore.

WILL
Aw, Mary, you’re looking a little green-eyed there. Jealous that

I actually get attention?

MARY stands up to rebut but so does JANE, trying to intervene.

JANE
You two need to get over whatever past drama you have! This is a

job, and I for one want to impress the producers.

WILL and MARY stare at each other before they burst out into a
barrage of insults about each other’s writing styles. JANE
raises her voice, joining in. AGGIE is indifferent as she types
away on her laptop. TEDDY tries, and fails, to redirect the
group's attention.

TEDDY
(mediates) C’mon guys lets focus. I can’t do anymore coffee
runs. The producers think my name is coffee at this point.



Theatrical smoke starts to fill the room and the shouting is
muffled. The whole room becomes blurry and as everyone’s vision
is fully impaired, it goes silent.

FADE TO:

The smoke slowly parts and each writer is dressed in a costume
that denotes the famous author that they admire. WILL is
SHAKESPEARE, MARY is MARY SHELLEY, JANE is JANE AUSTEN, AGGIE is
AGATHA CHRISTIE and TEDDY is DR SEUSS. Their belongings also
change, pen to quill, laptop to typewriter, ect. Their stances
have changed and the writers truly believe themselves to be
these famous authors. WILL (as SHAKESPEARE) slams his hands down
on the table as he stands up, gathering the group's attention.

WILL (as SHAKESPEARE)
Hold thy tongues fellow patrons of the inked arts, for I have a
concept most daring. The maiden, whom is sharp of mind, shall

disguise thyself as one of the stronger sex. With such a scheme,
the obscured lady will promptly acquire a career from which she

was not but days ago barred.

MARY (as SHELLEY) scoffs and rolls her eyes.

MARY (as SHELLEY)
What a wretched dream you attempt to bring to life. This story
should not be so light-hearted, so forgettable by the masses. It
should be a cautionary tale to those who trifle with theories
most dark. The girl, desperate to be noticed in the city so
towering, finds forbidden knowledge which borders on hubris.

JANE (as AUSTEN) pulls out a hand fan and shakes her head.

JANE (as AUSTEN)
With the strongest of hesitations, I disagree. A love story

should unfold. A gentleman makes his self known and though she
does not fall prey to his wits at first… with good-humoured

conversation, and a handsome income, she falls in love!

AGGIE (as CHRISTIE) narrows her eyes at AUSTEN.
AGGIE (as CHRISTIE)

Falling in love? Life is not so unrealistic. Let’s do the



unexpected and introduce a fiance only to have them killed off.
Before she even has time to mourn, Scotland Yard is sent for her
as they believe her to be the killer. You, Doctor, do you agree

with me?

TEDDY (as SEUSS) looks up at them all. He moves the drawing he
was working on to the side and stands up, mirroring SHAKESPEARE.
He then tucks in his chair and coolly clears his throat-

TEDDY (as SEUSS)
If you’re asking what I think,

Your ideas really stink!
There should be creatures, adventures and colour,

The producer will pay us mighty top dollar!
Add a heartfelt message for the kids at home,

Maybe the girl should turn into a gnome?

The others groan and AGGIE, in particular, rolls her eyes.

AGGIE (as CHRISTIE)
There’s a killer in our midst... it’s your writing.

SEUSS pulls his chair back and turns it around.

TEDDY (as SEUSS)
If that’s the way you want it, then fine! Go ahead!
I’ll sit in the corner and go fuck myself instead.

He sits down, back to the table, his arms crossed. JANE leans
in.

JANE (as AUSTEN)
Your ill-humour- which I imagine to be the most certain thing in
the world - brings no expectations of pleasure. What could be

next? A cat in a hat?

SHAKESPEARE looks at SEUSS and it looks like he’s about to
sympathise with him. Instead, he picks up a skull and launches
into a soliloquy.

WILLIAM (as SHAKESPEARE)



I thought thy to be a wordsmith, as I. But alas, poor Seuss, if
one was seeking for a fool, they’d find you.

SEUSS is filled with rage. He stands and turns around.

TEDDY (as SEUSS)
You stuffy writers with your egos and spite,
You put others down but it doesn’t seem right!
Something is wrong, you all reek of such hatred,

We are- you are- (beat) um... Nothing rhymes with hatred!

SEUSS is in shock, not rhyming has impacted him. His vision
blurs and his hearing becomes muffled. He closes his eyes.

CUT TO:

When he opens his eyes, SEUSS is gone and the normal TEDDY has
returned. He blinks, bewildered by what just happened.

TEDDY
Sorry guys where were we? My mind must have drift-

He looks up and freezes. Everyone else is acting erratically:
AGGIE (as CHRISTIE) is typing on her laptop like a typewriter,
she mimes a ‘line reset’ before knocking her laptop off the
table. She continues to mime typing. JANE (as AUSTEN) fans her
face with her phone. WILL (as SHAKESPEARE) is monologuing to an
apple held in his palm. MARY (as SHELLEY) is dipping a pen in
her mug like a quill and inkpot.

TEDDY
(still in shock) Oh no… Guys, are you… okay?

The others turn to TEDDY, halting their conversation. They’re
all noticeably confused -they still see him as SEUSS.

MARY (as SHELLEY)
Mad doctor, what happened? Did illness spread to your mind?

TEDDY



Huh? Doctor? Wait guys, I’m not Seuss!

TEDDY is visibly frustrated. He reaches over the table for
JANE’s phone, but in the act spills a cup of water onto her.

JANE (as AUSTEN)
Doctor! How incredibly absent-minded of you. Have you no respect

for a lady? You got ink on me.

TEDDY waves the phone in JANE’s face.

TEDDY
Look Jane! That’s not ink and this isn’t a fan. You’re seeing

things, you’re all seeing things!

AUSTEN bundles up her seemingly ink-stained skirt and stands in
a huff. As she does, she accidentally lifts her skirt a little
too high and an ankle is exposed. AUSTEN gasps.

JANE (as AUSTEN)
My ankle! Oh good heavens, avert your eyes!

TEDDY
(laughing) Jane, I’ve seen you around the studio before, your

ankle isn’t new.

JANE (as AUSTEN)
Sir! You forget yourself!

TEDDY
(pleading) Jane! It's the 21st century, people have worn less.

The real JANE starts to break through; she looks down. We see
her point of view as an early 19th-century dress disappears and
a pencil skirt appears - JANE is back to normal. TEDDY is
looking at her with concern.

JANE
(horrified) Oh my god... conservatism is not my colour.

TEDDY



Better?

JANE
Better.

JANE looks around, taking in the room much like TEDDY did.

JANE
I assume everyone is acting crazy? Let’s snap them out of it.

TEDDY looks at AGGIE’s hip and notices her phone; he whispers
something to JANE who nods. AGGIE (as CHRISTIE) shoots him a
glare.

AGGIE (as CHRISTIE)
(huff) Men are always the same whether poets or not, their eyes
wander from woman to woman and they betray the one they love

most. I’ll not be deceived again I swear it!

CHRISTIE has clearly been affected by her lovelife. JANE sneaks
over to CHRISTIE’s side and sleights her phone. She turns it on
before grinning knowingly. On it are multiple Tinder
notifications. JANE holds the phone to CHRISTIE. In CHRISTIE’s
vision instead of a phone, it’s a newspaper; advertising the
same men as her notifications.

JANE
If there’s one thing I love, it’s romance. Look, Aggie! You’re
not Agatha Christie, you don’t have a cheating husband. You’re

single and have 15 matches on Tinder!

AGGIE snatches the newspaper away from JANE. It turns into a
modern phone in her hand and AGGIE is back.

AGGIE
(embarrassed) That’s one way to get over a scorned lover.

JANE
I would usually never say no to match-making, but we need to

focus on Mary!



MARY dips her pen in her mug once again. AGGIE narrows her eyes
and notices that the mug’s design features a poster of a horror
film. A devious look overcomes AGGIE’s face.

AGGIE
So, Miss uh… Shelley? Frankenstein is a horror; big,

sewn-together monster goes around killing people, right?

SHELLEY’s eyes widen dramatically, she seems offended.

MARY (as SHELLEY)
What? ‘The Modern Prometheus’ is not so base! It’s a horror of
the mind, a commentary on hubris, an exploration of a creature’s
humanity! Who on earth would be entertained by horror as simple

as a killer and his victims?

MARY pauses and looks confused. She looks down at her black
19th-century attire which slowly fades back to her modern wear.
MARY sighs, embarrassed.

MARY
God, it’s exhausting to be so high-brow all the time. Sometimes

it’s nice to just have a simple gorey horror, you know?

TEDDY
Glad you’re back Mary. Now we need you to agitate Will!

MARY
(grinning) Agitate Will? Happily.

Everyone turns towards SHAKESPEARE.

MARY
Any thoughts on casting for this pilot, oh great and wonderful

Bard?

WILL (as SHAKESPEARE)
Indeed darkly Mary! I’ve a player who fits the role as a blade
fits a scabbard. A man who can conjure the gaze and swagger of a

maiden-



Everyone gives a little disbelieving laugh.

JANE
Don’t be so narrow-minded, William. The screen is for all

parties. Besides, Meryl Streep can do just about anything a man
can.

WILL (as SHAKESPEARE)
What you egg!? Surely thou dost jest? A lady, a woman?

MARY
(mockingly) Yeah… Because actresses exist now!

MARY looks to SHAKESPEARE pleadingly.

MARY
Come on Will, we’ve done theatre together, the

real you knows about female actors!

SHAKESPEARE slowly backs away from the table until he hits a
wall. The room begins to fill with smoke.

WILL (as SHAKESPEARE)
No… No… NOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO!!!

He slides down the wall as a blinding white starts to emit
throughout the whole room, shining through the smoke; everyone
covers their eyes and the screen goes white.

INT. WRITER’S ROOM - LATE EVENING
FADE IN FROM WHITE:

The room comes back into focus, the light from the window
indicating that it’s late evening. Everyone is sitting at the
table, asleep, except WILL who is huddled on the floor, his face
in his arms. They slowly wake up and notice a pile of paper
placed in the middle of the table - it’s the script.

AGGIE
The script… It’s done?



They all clamber to grab the script first. JANE succeeds,
quickly flipping through and speed-reading the pages. Her eyes
light up and she gives a little laugh of disbelief.

JANE
Ha, I actually think the producers will be impressed.

The group passes the script around. Each of them looking at it
with excitement. WILL, now standing, reads a page quickly.

WILL
There are ideas here I never would’ve had. Look at this
monologue! It’s so intense! Did you write this Mary?

MARY
(blushing) Oh, um… I thought you wrote it?

WILL smiles. AGGIE picks up her dented laptop from the floor,
MARY hurriedly wipes the spilled water off the table and WILL
takes a bite of his apple. They’re done but hesitate before
exiting. A grin comes over TEDDY’s face.

TEDDY
(like a narrator) And so the writer’s room completed their

script,
Let’s go to the producer and hope it's not shit!

The writers groan but it’s playful. JANE opens the door and
together they walk out of the writer’s room.

FADE TO BLACK
*END OF SCRIPT*


